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Abstract. By means of the extended Ito integral and the shooting method, this

paper concerns the random problem containing white noise B(t,a>):

[~p(t)u'(t)]' + [q(t) + eB(t, aj)]u = ku, w(0) = 0, w(l) = 0.

When e is small, the existence and asymptotic expansions for the solutions can

be obtained, and the normal properties for the first correction terms can be proved.

Formulas for evaluation are derived and one example of the Schrodinger equation is

given to illustrate the whole procedure.

1. Introduction. The spectral theory for the random operator is of great importance

both in theory and applications. When the problem is related to the boundary value

problem for ordinary differential equations, many interesting results have been ob-

tained by various means [1 - 4, 6,10], In the case that only a finite number of random

variables are contained in the problem, the first-order partial differential equation for

the Priifer functions gives an efficient way to find the density function of the solution

[6]. If the sample functions of the random processes in the problem are smooth, then

the methods of integral equations, Green's functions, and eigenfunction expansion

have been proved to be useful to derive some meaningful properties [2 — 4, 10].

The evaluation of energy levels of a quantum mechanical system leads to the fa-

mous Schrodinger equation. In one-dimensional space it often has the form -u" +

q{t, co)u = Am, u(0) = 0, m(1) = 0. When the potential is a homogeneous metrically

transitive random field, and almost all of its realizations are bounded below and con-

tinuously differentiable, the Feynman-Kac representation of the Green's function has

been used to obtain some interesting results [14], However, for problems involving

white noise much less is known, since the necessary measurability for Ito's theory is

not always satisfied [2, 7, 9].

In this paper we will consider the eigenvalue problem containing white noise

B(t, co) and small parameter e e [0, Co]:

[~p(t)u'(t)]'+ [q{t) + eB(t,co)]u = lu, u( 0) = 0, w(l) = 0. (1.1)
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As in the deterministic case, if C' and C denote the functional spaces with appropriate

smoothness, then we always assume that t e [0,1], p(t) > 0, p(t) £ C', and q(t) e C.

Similar to the initial value problem of the Ito dilferential equation, if the Wiener

process W(t, to) and new function v(t) are introduced, then (1.1) can be rewritten in

the following form:

du(t) = 44 dt>
P(t)

dv{t) = [g(0 - X]u(t) dt + eu(t) dW(t, co), (1.2)

u( 0) = 0,

«(1) = 0.

When e — 0, it reduces to a deterministic problem. By the so-called Prufer sub-

stitution [5] it can be proved to have a discrete spectrum X\ < < ■■ ■ < kn < • ,

and related functions u\(t), u2(t),... ,un(t),...\ v\(t), v2(t), v„(t),— They are

deterministic and satisfy the condition:
-1

Ui(t)Uj(t)dt = Sjj, i,j= 1,2, — (1.3)I0

For e / 0, notice that (1.2) is a random boundary value problem; its solutions (if

existent) will depend on JV(t,co) for t e [0, 1]. Hence the immeasurability (which

is necessary for the Ito integral) will not be satisfied. To avoid the possible obstacle

of measurability, in Sections 2, 3 we will define the extended Ito integral, and then

show the existence of the solution for (1.2) by means of series expansions and the

shooting method.

When e < 1, these solutions can be expanded in e with the form:

X(a)) = Xn + er(a)) + 0(e2),

u{t, of) = u„(t) + Eu*(t, to) + 0(e2), n = 1,2,...,

where A* is a normal random variable and u*(t, a>) is a Gaussian process. They have

zero mathematical expectations, (A*(co)) = 0, (u*(t,a>)) - 0, and their expressions

can be obtained explicitly. All these matters will be discussed and proved in Sec. 4

together with an example of a Schrodinger equation.

2. Definition of the extended Ito integral and solutions of the random initial value

problem.

Definition 1. Suppose the following.

(1) For all t € [0, 1], the o-algebras of events Ft are defined so as to possess the

properties:

(a) for 0 < ti < t2 < 1, Fh c Fh,

(b) W(t, co) is an immeasurable Wiener process with independent increments,

(c) W(t2,(o) - W(ti,co) does not depend on the c-algebra Ft[.

(2) The random process f(t, co) is defined for t e [0, 1], and

(a) for every fixed t € [0, 1], f(t, co) is an F\ -measurable function of a>,

(b) it has bounded second moment,

sup (f2(t,co)) < const,
*€[0.1]
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(c) f(t, co) e c, w.p.l (with probability one).

(3) For fixed T e [0,1], and any partition of [0, T], (0 = to < t\ < ■ ■ ■ < tk < ■■ ■ <

tm = T < 1), the random variable defined by YlT=o f(lk> G,)[^/(zfc+i> w) -

W(tk, <x>)] has bounded second moment, and as A = max/t(rfc+1 - tk) —► 0, it

converges in mean square to a random variable /(to),

m-1

lim f(tk,co)[W(tk+l,(o) - W{tk,(o)] = /(ft>),

k=0

where the limit is independent of the choice of partition, and {I2(co)) < oo.

Then /(t, a>) is said to have the extended Ito integral on [0, T], and is denoted by

rT

f(t, co)dW(t, co) - I{co).JJo

Remark 1. If we let

H2[0, T] = | f(t, co)
f(t, co) e C[0, T] w.p.l, J (f2(t, co)) dt < 00 |

/(,t, co) is ,Fr-measurable for t € [0, T], J

then for any f(t,co) € H2[0, T], the extended Ito integral exists and equals the Ito

integral. [See 11, for example.]

Remark 2. Let a (to), b(co) be Fx -measurable bounded random variables, and

f\(t, co), f2(t, co) e H2[0, T], Then the function a{co)f\{t, co) + b(co)f2{t, co) has the

extended Ito integral, and

-T

[a(co)fi(t, co) + b(co)f2(t, co)] dW{t, co)JJo

= a(co) f fi(t,co)dW(t,co) + b(co) f f2{t,co)dW{t,co).
Jo Jo10 Jo

The proof can be obtained easily from Definition 1, and for convenience of the

statement of Theorem 1, we need the following remark.

Remark 3. For a sequence of random processes fk{t, co) e //2[0» T], k = 0,1,...,

we assume that

(1) there exist three positive constants A, B, Co, such that

sup f£{t, co)) < Ak{k\)2C0,
reio.r] / (2.1)

<[/*(*'. <w) - fk(t", co)]2) < Ak{k\)2B\t' - t"\, for t', t" e [0, T\,

(2) there exist a positive constant Cn and an Fx-measurable random variable t](co)

such that |»/(to)| <Cn< 1, w.p.l, and CnA < 1.

Then the series YlkLo A('.w) converges uniformly to a random process /(t, co)

w.p.l, which has continuous sample function and has the extended Ito integral

rT o° k( \ rT

/ f(t,co)dW(t,co) = J21T,r- fk{t.co)dW(t,co).
Jo k=0 k. Jo
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Proof. From the assumptions, we know that

sup
(€[0,7"] k\

and then

't]k{(0)

< cf ^2^supr fZ(t,co)) < (C'tA)kC0,

prob

k=\

a> sup
/e[0,r] k\

1 1 00
>^|<EWc0'

k=\

By means of the D'Alembert Theorem, the fact that 0 < C2A < CnA < 1 im-

plies the convergence of the series J2T=i k4(CjjA)kCo. The convergence of the series

^2T=o!1~n^'fk(t'(0) (W-P-1) follows immediately by using the Borel-Cantelli lemma

and the Weierstrass theorem. If the limit is denoted by f(t, co), then its continuous

property can be obtained easily from the assumption fk(t, a>) € C[0, T],

For the second moment, we have

(/2«.«)} = k\
k=0

<

oo s^k

k\
lk=0

OO Ck/2 12

EC'-jr !/»<'■ <») I
Ut=0

and hence the boundedness

X) OO fk

(/2<'.^))<{EcJEra/t2( <•«»^ ^ k\2'
k=0 k=0

J ' — 1 C0/ 1 ^

<TTr i - c„ i - c,a

where the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality has been used to derive the result.

The convergence of the series YlT=o >LWL JoT fk{t,o))dW{t,u>) can be proved in a

similar way, if the following inequality is noticed:

rik(a>)

~k\

m\ rT 1\ C2k rT
Mt,(0)dW{t,(0) )<jkJ0 (fk2(t,co))dt<(C2^A)kC0T.
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Now we consider the last conclusion. Since

m— 1 oo £ /rri — i ^ / \ p j

E f{U. a))[W(ti+i.(o) - W(ti,cu)] - ^~£T~ J0 fk(t.a>)dW(t,co)
J=0 k=o

00 y,k

E
r]k(a>)

k\
Lk=o

~~ rl

Y,fk{ti,oj)[W{tM,oi)-W{ti,(o)]-/ Mt,(o)dW(t,co)
i=0 J°

oo oo QK rT

^Ec£Epm\T,Mi.<o)mu+La>)-w(tt,to)]-/
k=0 k=0 ' Hi=0 Jo

i ~ ck / r^1 /•'->'
= ErfK E / [/*(</.®)-A(^)]^(<.«)

^ A:=0 ' H (=0 17

1 - , C 1 , /"*'+!

= E m E / M'" w) - /*('■ w)32)
1 k=0 ' A:=0 7'<

1 ~ C* m~1
2

- 1 - C„ A:!2
n k= 0 (=0

1 °°
^-j-^E^^rA

= A

k=0

BT 1

1-C„ 1-C^

and as A = max(/,+i - tt) —> 0, the right side of the last equality tends to zero, we

obtain the last conclusion immediately.

Now we are in a position to consider (1.2). Similar to other papers [2, 3], for fixed

n we let k = kn + rj. Then (1.2) becomes

MD - ^ dt.

dv(t) = [q(t)-k„ - t]]u{t)dt + eu(t)dW(t,a>), (2.2)

u( 0) = 0,

M(1) = 0.

To consider this boundary value problem by the shooting method, we first establish

an initial value problem:

du(t) = —7~r dt,
Pit)

dv(t) = [q(t) - k„ - ?7]m(0 dt + eu(t) dW(t, a>), (2.3)

u(0) - 0,

v(0) = w0.

where Vo = p(0)u'n(0) ^ 0 is the initial value of v(t) corresponding to the determin-

istic eigenvalue problem for e = 0. In the remainder of this paper, we will omit the

symbols a> and t sometimes for simplicity.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that

(1) for t € [0, 1], p > 0, p e c', q e c;

(2) the Wiener process W(t) satisfies the assumptions in Definition 1;

(3) there exist two positive constants Cn and A (to be specified later), such that

for a given F\ -measurable bounded random variable t], we have

\t]\ <Cn< min w.p.l.

Then for fixed n, the random initial value problem (2.3) has solutions u and v.

They satisfy all the assumptions of Remark 3, and have the series expansions:

oo k 00 k

= v(t) = ^2r^Sk(t).
k=0 ' k=0

where gk(t) e //2[0,1] are immeasurable, and the series expansions are con-

vergent uniformly w.p.l.

Proof. To find the formal solution, we differentiate (2.3) k times with respect to

t], and then let rj = 0, so the equation (2.3) becomes

du^k\t) = dt,
Pit)

dv(k\t) = [<?(f) - kk\u(k\t) dt - ku<-k~l\t) dt + eu(k\t) dW(t), (2.4)

u(k\0) - 0,

v(k\0) = 0, k =1,2 

By Ito's theory we can show that there exist solutions u(k\t) and v^k\t) uniquely for

(2.4), which are immeasurable and have continuous sample functions w.p.l. Fur-

thermore we can have the following moments estimations:

sup <[w(/c)(/)]2> < Akk\2b0, sup <[ww(r)]2) < Akkl2bZ,
(€[0,1] '€[0,1]

sup [W(A:)(0]2) < Akk\2Co, ( SUP [y(A:)(0]2) < Akk\2c
'€[0,1] / \ '€[0,1]

(2.5a)

sup ([«<fc)(0]4} < Akk\4b0, / sup [u(k\t)]A) < Akk\4C0,

'€[0,1] \ '€[0,1] WJ/~ (2.5b)

{[u{k)(t') - u(k\t")]2) < Akk\2B\t' - t"I,

where k = 0,1,..., and A, B, bo, Co, , Cq are positive constants depending only on

p, q, and Co-

in fact when k = 0, «(0) and t>(0) satisfy (2.3) for rj = 0. Its integral form is

p>W = /0'? dt
I Vm(t) = v0 + fg(q - A„)m(0) dt + e /0' w(0) dW(t).

Then

u{0\t) = Vo [\d,+fodT{Lpll{q-i")umds)+sL'h{lp[ w(0) dfV(s)"j .
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Using the notations

Qm = Max |q(t) - X„\, pm = Min p{t),
'€[0,1] '€[0,1]

we can have

[«(0)(0]2 < 3 {+ Of [ dx f ds +e2-^-\[ dx\ f umdW(s)
\p2m P2m[J0 Jo J Pi l/o \Jo

&3{te)2+{jt)iy>us+{£)!'«* tr-H}-
It follows that

([„»(,,ft< 3 +

and by Gronwall's inequality we find that

i Qm + eo
\iw j / — j \ ~ i   

<€[0,1]

From (2.6) it also follows that

32 2
Pm

= bo- (2.7)

sup [M(0)(0]2
'€[0,1]

2 //o \2 ,1 / „ \ 2 ,1

s3((S) + (l£) l["m]2ds + {-t) I "if,*"*®.

s 3{(-)2+ (^)2/'<["<0,12Mj+ (-)^,<["<0,]2>^}'

and then from (2.7) we have

( sup [M(0)(0]2) < 3 { f^Y + boQ\;el) = Co.
\ '€[0,1] / [\PmJ Pm J

When k = 1,1,, the equation (2.4) is linear. So by a way very similar to one

given by Arnold [12], we can have

p-8>

where ^ is the fundamental solution matrix satisfying the equation

d<V{t)=( ° p)&(t)dt+(° °W(f)<Wm
\q-ln 0 J \£ °/ (2.9)

.*■«»=(£ °).

By Ito's theory we know that the F,-measurable solution &*(?) of (2.9) exists uniquely.

It is straightforward to show that ^[DetO£(f)] = 0. Then the fact that Det<££(r) =

Det<I>£(0) =1/0, w.p.l yields the existence of 0s (t) in (2.8). The Frmeasurability
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of u(k\ v(k) in (2.8) can be obtained by induction if the /vmeasurability of ^ '(/)

is noticed.

To prove (2.5), we rewrite (2.4) in the integral form

!*<*>(*)= f' — dt= f dx\- f\q - XnWk) ds
Jo P Jo [P Jo

+ EJ dt ̂  J u(k)dW{s) dx ̂  J u(k~l) ds .

Similar to (2.6), we can have

[u(k)]2 < J\u{k)]2ds + (^-) £ dr^J\WdW(s)

+ {~P~) j^u(k~X)}2 ds}' (2'10)

([w(*>]2) < 3 | £° j\[u[k)]2) ds + j\[u(*-"]2) ds |.

and

Then the first estimation in (2.5a) can be proved by using Gronwall's inequality and

& + * o)the induction method, where A - (3//J2,) exp[3(Qlf + &)! Pm]. The other estimations

in (2.5) can also be proved in a similar way.

Finally, by using (2.5), Remark 3, and taking the limit m -* oo for equations

satisfied by t/(m) - Ylk=o |tu(k)> v(m) = ^k=o iv(k)'-

U(m\t) = [' -V™dt

( t
V^m\t) = v0 + [ (q - Xn)U{m) dt - rj [ dt + e [ U(m)dW{t),

Jo Jo Jo
we can easily prove the conclusion that the formal solutions

oo k 00 k

u{t) = Y,^k\t),
k=0 ' k=0 '

exist with continuous sample functions w.p. 1, and that they satisfy equation (2.3).

Therefore it completes our proof.

Remark 4.

(1) There exists a constant Cindependent of e, such that for the solution u of

(2.3), we have

i;
udW{t) <CX. (2.11)

(2) If th, rj2 are two random variables satisfying assumption (3) of Theorem 1,

Q.,, = {a>\r]2 ̂ rji}, and x(&ti) is the indicator of then there exists a constant C2,

independent of e, such that

2 ,

m
-^—rxwf [u{t,t]2)-u{t,r]\)]dW{t)
- 1i Jo

< C2, (2.12)
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where the notation u(t, tj) is introduced for the solution u of (2.3) to emphasize the

dependence of rj.

Proof. To prove (2.12), we expand u{t, t]2), u(t, rjt) in series, thus

rt

J Mt.ni) ~ u(t, rj\)]dW(t)

-£££>■> ')

so that

Lf2

<

^—rXi^n) \ [u{t,ti2)-u{t,rji)]dW{t)
- *11 Jo

°° il r'
U^dW(t)

i._i K- I JOUfc=l
00 C*OO OO rt

L—r\ z-_n * JOk=0 fc=0

1 °°

<——J2c^Ak+\k+l)2C0.
n k=0

Since we assume < 1, then D'Alembert's theorem yields the convergence of the

last series. (2.12) follows directly. The proof for (2.11) can be obtained in a similar

way.

3. Random mapping and solutions of the eigenvalue problem. Let <!>(/) be the de-

terministic solution of (2.9) for e = 0. It satisfies the equation

f = (A '£')•• f3-"
and has the form

ftx,\=(<p"(t) <Pn(t)\ = (<p\i(t) MOM) \ n7)
(J \<P2l(t) <P22(t)J \<P2l(t) p(t)Wn(t)/v0J ■ >

By Liouville's theorem we know that DetO(?) = DetO(O) = 1 or Det<t>(l) = 1.

Hence the boundary condition u„(l) = 0 implies that ^n(l) = Vol[p(\)u'n(\)\ / 0.

Now we define a random mapping similar to one in [8, 13] under the conditions of

Theorem 1:

T(r]) = ri-[vQ(p-x\\)]u{\,ti), (3.3)

where u(t,r]) is the solution of (2.3). If we can prove that T(tj) is a contraction

mapping defined on a suitable metric space, then by the well-known theorem there

exists a unique random fixed point fj such that T(ij) = tj, and thereby «(1, ij) = 0,

or u(t, tj) is the solution of the random eigenvalue problem (2.2). Unfortunately this

argument is not always valid for all a> e Q in the general case, but when e is small we
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can show that it is true for all awhere is an event with large probability

and will be defined below. For fixed e, Cn > 0 we define 3 events:

(1) sg = {u)\T is a contraction mapping on the ball of radius Cn about zero,

with contraction j}, that is, for all F\-measurable random variables rju rj2 such that

M < C„ ^ is the event that \T(tji)\ < Cn, and |T(t]2) - 7(^)1 < \\t]2 - //i|;

(2) 38%,^ — {u>\3ri*: rf is ^-measurable, |?/*| < Cn, |T(r/*)| > C,};

(3) ^ = {(o\3ri*x,T]*: qf isFx-measurable,\rj*\ < Cn,\T{^)-T(ti^)\ >

Then for we can have

Theorem 2. Under the assumptions 1, 2 of Theorem 1, there exist three positive con-

stants A, Ct, C%, depending only on p, q, e0, and two constants Cn, CA, independent

of e, such that

0 < Crj < min ( 1

and

1 — —V
A 2Ct 2C8 /

Prob{^}>l -CAe2. (3.4)

Proof. Under the assumptions 1, 2 of Theorem 1, if we select A to be a constant

in (2.5), and Ct, Cg to be suitable constants which will be specified later in the

proof of this theorem, then for the constant Cn and /^-measurable random variable

rj satisfying the conditions

0 < C„ < min (l-35' 2^V' 2^g) and ^ - Ci w-p-1'

we can discuss equation (2.3) by Theorem 1 and Remark 4. To prove this theorem

we need some properties for the solutions of (2.3) for e = 0. If we denote them by

u, V, then we have the equations

' du = (v/p) dt,
dv = (q - - r])udt,

8(0) = 0,

©(0) = v0.

(3.5)

By setting k = max,6[oj] |<?(0I + \^k\ + 1> we obtain

|B(0l < f —dt, |o(r)| < Nl + [ £|"|dt,
Jo P Jo

or

|8(0I < — + — [' dz f \a\ ds < + A f |q| ds\
Pm PmJo Jo Pm Pm Jo

hence Gronwall's inequality yields a constant C3 depending only on p, q, such that

sup |a(0| < —ek'Pm = C3. (3.6)
'€[0,1] Pm
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Subtracting (3.5) from (2.3), we obtain the equations for u - 8, v - V:

J, _s V - V ,
d(u - u) — —— dt,

P
d(v - V) — (q - k„ - t])(u - u)dt + eudW(t),

u{0) - b(0) - 0,

t/(0)-O(0) = 0.

If we rewrite this equation in integral form, and let

a{t) — — [ dr\f udW(s) ,
Pm J0 \J0

then Gronwall's inequality and (2.11) give the estimations

|U(t) - U(t)\ < £

and

«(0 + — [' a(s)ek{,-s)'p'» ds
Pm Jo

(3.7)

sup ((« - u)2) < C4e2, (3.8)
(€[0,1]

where C4 is a constant independent of e.

By a similar argument we can find a constant C5 depending only on p, q and a

constant C6, independent of e, such that

Pm

sup \u(t, TI2) — tt(t, //i)| < \t]2 — *7i|C"3 ——— = \rj2 — (3.9)
(€[0.1] Pm

sup ( (/(ft,)""''";) - »"■" m- "2> - "{L )') < Ctez (3.10)
(€[0,1] \ I 12 ~ *1\ ) /

Now we consider the probability of . Since {S)@ )c c U ^ , the proof of

this theorem can be obtained by finding constants Cn, Cb, Cc, independent of e,

such that

prob{^} < CBe2, prob{ 8^} < Cce2. (3.11)

To prove (3.11) we first rewrite T(t]) in another form. If we notice that u - un

and v - v„ satisfy the linear equations:

j, \ v - v„ ,
d(u - u„) = dt,

P
d(v - v„) = (q-x„)(a - u„)dt - rjudt, (3 12)

8(0) - un(0) - 0,

0(0) - vn(0) - 0,

then we easily have

<a(t)-un{tr

where &(t) is the fundamental solution matrix (3.2). It follows that

8(0 - Un(t) = -y-
Vo

?>ii(0 / unudt-un{t) / (pwudt
Jo Jo

(3.13)
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and then

8(1,>7) = Ml) + 7T ¥>ll(l) f Unudt-un(l) f (Pnudt
vo [ Jo Jo

n r'
= — Pn(l) / Unudt.

vo Jo

Hence the random mapping becomes

T(r]) — rj - [tWnO)]"(!-'/)

= rj) - u{l,rj)]v0 + - «(1, ^7>^o]

r r 1
- <Pn , ri) - u{\, rj)]v0 + t] 1 - / unudt

i

[u,
Jo

= <Pn . l) - "(1. l)]vo + 1 [ un{un-u)dt,
Jo

where the normalized condition (1.3) has been used to derive the last equality.

Using (3.7), (3.13), we have

\T{ri)\ SelPu'WIN a(l) + j- J* a(s)ek{l~s)lP'" ds^

untp\\{t) f unuds - u2n [ <pnuds
Jo Jo

+Jt
N

dt

and then

\T(rj)\ <cp + CW <ep + CTri2, (3.14)

where (3.6) has been used, and

k rl
P = \<Pnl(l)\\vo\ «(!) + — f oc(s)ek({~s)lp'» ds

Pm Jo

C^ = RoI lo \}Un^9u^J0 ci\u"\ds + u2n Ci\<pu\ds

Ct = max(l, Cj).

dt, (3.15)

The constants A and Cj depend only on p, q, Co. So we can find constants l\, Cn,

independent of e, such that

0 < /, < C„ < min ( 1, —,

and

fl-1.—)■
\ 'A-2CTJ-

\T(r,)\<e/l + ±Cn (M <C„). (3.16)
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The upper bound for the second moment of /? can be obtained by means of (2.11)

and the expression of a:

(n = [<Pu'(i)«oi
/ k fl - 1

-i/iwi2/ a(1) + JL/ a(s)ek^~s^Pm ds
Pm Jo

(3.17)

^ 2[piy(l)v0] |(Q (i)) +

< Cr,

k X2 ,1

Pm
^ J {a2(s))e2^l-s1'p- ds

where the constant is independent of e. For a> e ^ , (3.16) implies Cn <

ep + Cnj2 or C,/2 < e/?. Then

Prob<^,} < = C,e\ (3.18)

This is the first estimation of (3.11). Now we consider the second one. First from

(3.13) we can have the following equality:

"(1> *72) ~ "(1. >/i) = ~~ [ un[{m - ri\)u{t,r]x) + ti2(u(t,it2) - u(t,r}x))]dt.
vo Jo

For a) e Cln or t]2 ± since

„ /1 \ 8 1^2 -"Ml ..
<p n(l)     V0

12 ~ V\

< l9»n(l)| -fu,
Jo

s((, „)+«(»('. 12)-1,)) dt

< IVuMlf \U"\ [lM" ~ "('-fl)! + l^l

*12 ~ h

u{t,n2) - u(t,rj 1)

I2 ~ 11

we can find constants C7, Cg depending only on p, q, e0, such that

„ a(i.»72)-fl(l.»?i).. I
Pii(l)     

12-11 I

<\<Pn(l)\[ MCsC. + CjC^dt^CsCnlvnWl, (3.19)
Jo

where (3.9), (3.13), and (3.6) are used to derive the first inequality.

For f/2, //* in the definition of the event §£5, let # *1*}, and

J.. [»( 1 >1*2) - u( 1' >?*)] ~ [fi( 1 ■ ?2 ) - 0( 1. >?*)] (weQ.)

'/I ~Vi '

Then for oj 6 W- , we know from (3.10) that

([x(nr)u*]2)<C6e2, (3.20)
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and that

I T{r,*2)-T{ri\)\

= Hit - <pT\ (1 )t,o«(i- )] - ft* - <Pu (1 )«o«(i.rii)]\

= ^2-^11^(1)1 ,t\ 8(1, 8(1, >7*)Pn(l) - v0— f-—  l-"i "i

.. [M(l. V*2) - w(l. 1i)] - [0(1- »£) - 0(1. »J*)]

mn o(i,^)-a(l,^)
yn(i)-«o —-

72 71
+ NI«*I< 1^2 - ^11^1/(1)1

< \rii ~ ri;\\<Pnlm\<Pn(l)\CsC,, + |«0||«*|].

where (3.19) has been used to obtain the last inequality. When a> € ^ , we know

that ^2* - ^ri < |7\»72*)- T(tj*)\. Then the above inequality implies

11^2 - tfl < \ii - tf|[C8c„ + |p-'(i)l M |w*|].2

i.e.,

or

If we select two constants l2, Cn, independent of e, such that

0<C,<min(l

0</2< (i-CgC^i^lpnO)!,

then the fact that c Qn~ gives the estimation

prob{ ^5 } < prob{w|0 < l2 < |^(£2,-)"*|}

<U[X(nr)u']2)<^e2 = Cce2. (3.21)
i2 i2

Combining it with (3.18), we obtain

prob{^} > 1 - (Cb + Cc)e2 = 1 - CAe2,

and this completes our proof.

4. Approximation and expansion. In order to discuss the properties of the solutions,

we need the following lemmas:

Lemma 1. For solutions u and v in Theorem 1, we have

d[u„v] - v du„ + u„ dv, (4.1a)

d[uv„] = udvn + v„ du. (4.1b)
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Proof. Substituting v(t) = i.ytyk) integral form of (4.1a), and using

(2.3), we obtain for the right side:

f v dun + f undv
Jo Jo

rt 00 k rt 00 k rt 00 k

= l Ylj\v{k)dUn+ un{q - kn - dt + e l u„^^u^dW(t)
Jo *.0 k! Jo k=0 k] Jo k=0 k]

= vik)dun + J un(q - Xn - tj)u{k) dt + e J unu{k) dW(t)^ .

Since un is deterministic, v(k) is an immeasurable function satisfying (2.4) for k ^ 0,

or (2.3) for k = 0 and rj = 0, Ito's formula implies (4.1a) immediately. For (4.1b)

we can also prove it in a similar way.

Lemma 2. Suppose that all the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, and that for

co e , the fixed point of T(rj) is f), the corresponding solution is u - u(t, fj). Then

rj f uundt = e [ uu„dW(t). (4.2)
Jo Jo

Proof. Multiplying (2.3) by un, vn, we have
. vnv ,

vn du = dt,
P

u„ dv = {q - A„)«w„ dt - rjuun dt + euu„ dW{t), ^ ^

u(0) = 0,

v(0) = v0.

By integrating the second equation of (4.3), we obtain

/ undv- (q-Xn)uu„dt-ri uundt + e uu„dW(t). (4.4)
Jo Jo Jo Jo

But from Lemma 1, we know that
DU

d{u„v) = undv + v dun = u„dv + —- dt,
P

and then the boundary conditions for u„ yield

or

[ undv+[—dt=[ d(unv) = w„(l)i>(l) — wn(0)t>(0) = 0
Jo Jo P Jo

f Undv = - [l^dt.
Jo Jo P

Therefore (4.1b) and the first equation of (4.3) give the equation

• l /-i

I du
10 Jo

• 1

[ u„dv = - [ v„(
Jo Jo

= -v„(l)u(l) + v„(0)u(0) + [ udvn
Jo

= [ uun(q-kn)dt-vn(\)u{\).
Jo
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When we s& , the contraction mapping theorem implies the existence of the unique
k

fixed point f), and then the corresponding solution u = YlkLoB^' 'n which the

random function is independent of fj. Setting tj = fj and denoting v(t, fj) by v,

the boundary condition u(\, fj) = 0 reduces the above equation to

/ u„dv- uun(q-Xn)dt,
Jo J o

and then we can obtain (4.2) by substituting it in (4.4).

Lemma 3. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold, and that is the

indicator of . Then there exists a constant C9, independent of e, such that
u1

(lVXM]2n) < C9e2n, n = 1,2. (4.5)

The proof can be obtained in a way very similar to one given by Xia [7], if the

initial condition w(l, 0) - w(l, 0) = u{\, 0) - un{l, 0) = u(\, 0) is noticed.

Lemma 4. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold. Then there exists a

constant C10, independent of e, such that, for n = 1,2,

riM
2 n

< C\0, —xM
In

< Cl0. (4.6)

By using Lemma 3, Gronwall's inequality, and equations satisfied by u, v, un, vn,

the proof of this lemma can be derived very easily, and is therefore omitted.

Now we are in a position to give the asymptotic expansion theorem. It is conve-

nient to introduce the following events:

£ = < cj\ / uun

\ I Jo
nX(£l?) dt

and the approximate solutions:

"£c,=<n^Ci, (4.7)

: f u2n dW(t), a)<£nec
Jo

fj, CO e Cler ,
n

and

eu*, co £ ,

(0€ffr,

where u* satisfies the initial value problem of the Ito equation:

un+e
u-{

[ u,

(4.8)

(4.9)

V
du* = — dt,

P
• 1

dv* = [{q-Xn)u* - un [ u2n dW(t))dt + u„ dfV(t), (4.10)
Jo

u*( 0) = 0,

t>*(0) = 0.

Then we have
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Theorem 3. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 be satisfied. Then there exists a con-

stant Cq, independent of e, such that

prob{flq} ^ 1 - Qj£2, (4.11a)

tj = eX* (a>) + 0{e2), (4.11b)

u = un + eu* + 0(e2), (4.11c)

where A*(tu) = /0' u2dw(t) is a normal random variable, u* is a Gaussian process

with (u*) = 0, and 0(e2) denotes the term with estimation

sup
'€[0,1]

0(e2y2

e2
< const.

Proof. We know that the normal random variable /0' u2dw(t) is /•",-measurable.

But the solution of equation (4.10), which is linear, still exists uniquely, and has the

matrix expression [12]:

CO + O-e'

"*(0 = f /' dWM [' < dt - f U2n dW(t)
v0 [7° Jo Jo

-f u2ndW(t) [ u„<pn(t)dt+ [ un(pn{t)dw{t) . (4.12)
Jo Jo Jo

Hence

+ M«(0
" 1

^1 -I
Vo

It is a Gaussian process with mean zero and the second moment:

Jo

,2/+ K(t)

+ 2(p\\(t)un(t)

[ u* ( f u2 dt] + [ u\dt - 2 [ u2dt ( u4„dt
Jo J \J0 J Jo Jo Jo

J^ u4n dt"j ^ UnQudt^

+ [ u-Wndt- 2 I Unfudt f u3n<pndt
Jo Jo Jo

{!',**) (C""""") (/»' <d)+{Slu'"dt)

• u3n<pudt^J + Untpn dt^j u4n dt^j - J u\(pu dt

Now we consider the event 3S% . Since

[ uu„x{s/)dt=[ [u„ + (u - un)]unx{jtf) dt
Jo Jo

0, a £ s$n

1+ / (u - un)unx(sf) dt, coes^
Jo n
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for oj £ or co e (i§^)c, we have

prob{(^)c} = prob{(^)c n {sgf} + prob{(S£/ n^}

< prob{(^)c} + prob ja> (" ~ u„)unX(^) dt

< CAe2 + prob |<y| J (u - u„)unx{sf) dt

4
>l2

Thus by Lemma 4, we can find a constant C\\, independent of s, such that

Prob{(ii^)c} < Cue2, and then (4.11a) can be proved immediately.

When e < 1, has large probability. Hence, similar to [7, 8, 91, we can consider

(4.8), (4.9) to be the approximations of k - kn and u, respectively.

In order to prove (4.1 lb), we use Lemma 2, and then find

rj - ek*

E2

0, co £1
r „i

1

e

fo uun dW(t) H
-[ u2ndW(t)

f0 uun dt Jo
a> € .

(4.13)

When co e Qec , we know that

S<HU,dW{t)_ t\idw(t)
JoJ 0

< 2

f0' uun dt

f iiUndW(t) - [ iiu„dt [ u2dW(t)
Jo Jo Jo

= 2 f (it- un)undW(t) - [ (u - u„)un dt f u2ndW(t)
Jo Jo Jo

(4.14)

Since

u - u„ _ «(°) - un rj ^ fjk (k+l)

e e e^(k+l)\ ' { '
k=0 v '

we can obtain the estimation for the first term, upon using the Gronwall's inequality

to the equation satisfied by (w(0) - u„)/e,

AO) _ " 2 '( w(0) - u„ \ \
sup   ) < const,

re[o.i] V e / /i '€[0,1]

and then the F,-measurability of w(0) yields the estimation

[(w(0) - u„)u„/e]dlV(t)} ) < const.■)>
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For the integral of the second term we can have

/ / ~ \ 2 oo ~ ̂  „ i | -

((f) \ZvZmf. *<-)

4
4

*G»0 (4.16)

But by (2.5) we know that

a* ' 4kAJ n [

Zjfhvl. *(■#0 ) ^ const.
u=o

Therefore Lemmas 3 and 4 yield the estimations of (4.16), (4.14), and then we have

rj - eA* 11 - eA*
2

X(tf)) < const.

This completes the proof of (4.11b). Equation (4.11c) can be proven in a similar

way.

Example. Consider the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation

-u"(t) + eB(t,(o)u = Am, m(0) = 0, m(1) = 0.

For fixed n - 1,2,..., since p(f) = 1, q(t) = 0, we have A„ = «27r2, m„ = Vlsinnnt.

It follows that Vq = p(0)u'n(0) = \flnn, and then from (3.1) we can obtain

_, - / cos mit — sin«7rA
= I nn

\-nn sinnnt cosnnt J

When e is small, Theorem 3 gives the approximate eigenvalue and eigenfunction:

A = A„ + eA*(a>) + 0{e2) = A„ + 2e [ sin2 nnt dW(t) + 0(e2),
Jo

u = un + eu* + 0(e2)

— \/l sin nnt + \flz j _ t cos nnt^j

J W{x)sin2nnxdx + J W(x)sm(2nnx - nnt)dX^ +0{s2),

where A* is a normal random variable with expectation zero and covariance 3/2, and

u* is a Gaussian process with expectation zero.
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